Numerous works have shown that under mild assumptions unitary dynamics inevitably leads to equilibration of physical expectation values if many energy eigenstates contribute to the initial state. Here, we consider systems driven by arbitrary time-dependent Hamiltonians as a protocol to prepare systems that do not equilibrate. We introduce a measure of the resilience against equilibration of such states and show, under natural assumptions, that in order to increase the resilience against equilibration of a given system, one needs to possess a resource system which itself has a large resilience. In this way, we establish a new link between the theory of equilibration and resource theories by quantifying the resilience against equilibration and the resources that are needed to produce it. We connect these findings with insights into local quantum quenches and investigate the (im-)possibility of formulating a second law of equilibration, by studying how resilience can be either only redistributed among subsystems, if these remain completely uncorrelated, or in turn created in a catalytic process if subsystems are allowed to build up some correlations.
Numerous works have shown that under mild assumptions unitary dynamics inevitably leads to equilibration of physical expectation values if many energy eigenstates contribute to the initial state. Here, we consider systems driven by arbitrary time-dependent Hamiltonians as a protocol to prepare systems that do not equilibrate. We introduce a measure of the resilience against equilibration of such states and show, under natural assumptions, that in order to increase the resilience against equilibration of a given system, one needs to possess a resource system which itself has a large resilience. In this way, we establish a new link between the theory of equilibration and resource theories by quantifying the resilience against equilibration and the resources that are needed to produce it. We connect these findings with insights into local quantum quenches and investigate the (im-)possibility of formulating a second law of equilibration, by studying how resilience can be either only redistributed among subsystems, if these remain completely uncorrelated, or in turn created in a catalytic process if subsystems are allowed to build up some correlations.
I. INTRODUCTION
When a complex quantum system is prepared in a pure state, it evolves in time under its Hamiltonian indefinitely and, after sufficiently long passage of time, even returns to its initial state if it is finite dimensional. Nevertheless, many physical observables quickly approach a stationary value and only rarely significantly deviate from this again. Over recent years, great progress has been made in understanding this phenomenon. On the one hand, rigorous proofs for such behavior under very general assumptions have been found [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . On the other hand, it is the basis of a plethora of studies of quantum many-body systems out of equilibrium [6, 7] , motivated from a condensed matter perspective.
A central quantity for proofs of equilibration in pure state quantum statistical mechanics is the so-called effective dimension. Roughly speaking, it measures with how many energy eigenstates a given initial state has a significant overlap. Provided that a system has a large effective dimension, one can prove under very mild additional assumptions-such as a nondegenerate energy gaps condition-that expectation values of subsystems [8] and observables with a reasonably small number of outcomes equilibrate [1, 3, 9] (see Ref. [4] for a review). In addition, systems with a large effective dimension can be proven to equilibrate fast for certain observables with few outcomes [10] and systems fluctuate around equilibrium slowly [2] , which forces weakly coupled systems to decohere [11] . We note, however, that it is an important open problem to prove general results that show how long it takes for a system to equilibrate, despite considerable recent progress on this question [5, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
It has been argued that the effective dimension is large in realistic situations [1, 3, 8, 9] . The core of such arguments is that, due to the exponential growth of the dimension of the Hilbert space of many-body systems, it is unreasonable to expect that an initial state will have overlap with only few of them (except in gapped systems at very low temperature). Indeed, if the system has a reasonably large energy uncertainty and its energy distribution is centered around some value (no strongly bimodal distribution), then one can argue that the effective dimension will grow exponentially with the system size, hence ensuring equilibration for large enough systems. While such arguments suggest quite convincingly that it may be difficult to bring a large many-body system to a state that would not equilibrate (and hence is not expected to happen spontaneously), they do not quantify this difficulty.
Here, we provide such a quantification by analyzing the question from a fresh perspective: this is the perspective of the emergent field of quantum thermodynamics (see Refs. [19, 20] for reviews), specifically that of resource theories, which is increasingly becoming important in that context. In this mindset, we consider the task of preparing states that can avoid equilibration when provided with another quantum system as a resource and allowing for a very general set of operations which includes arbitrary evolutions of both systems under arbitrary time-dependent Hamiltonians. This analysis, employing tools from resource theories of purity or coherence [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , leads to simple formulas expressing lower bounds on the amount of resources that are needed in order to prepare systems with a low effective dimension. Indeed, these bounds imply-given reasonable assumptions on the form of the resources-that it is difficult to bring an arbitrarily large interacting many-body system to a state which does not equilibrate, in the precise sense that it would require a diverging amount of resources. This provides stronger quantitative grounds to the heuristic arguments laid out above, suggesting that systems should realistically be expected to have a large effective dimension and thus equilibrate. We also connect these insights to the description of quantum quenches.
We then go further and study in a general fashion how the property of resisting equilibration behaves under composition of systems. That is, we treat such property as a quantifiable resource and investigate how it can be created or reshuffled among subsystems when one operates globally on them by making them interact and evolve under arbitrary timedependent Hamiltonians. In particular, we show that it is possible to find certain systems, referred to as catalysts, which can be used to bring other systems to a state resisting equilibrate, whereas the catalyst remains itself invariant in the process. The implications of this insight are discussed in relation with what could be called a second law of equilibration, putting for-ward also further challenges within the study of equilibration properties of many body systems.
This work is structured as follows: We first briefly review equilibration results in pure state quantum statistical mechanics. In Section III, we present our framework to prepare states that do not equilibrate and provide general bounds for the resources required in the case of stationary initial states. We then study in Section IV how resilience can be either only redistributed among subsystems, if these remain completely uncorrelated, or in turn created in a catalytic process if subsystems are allowed to build up arbitrarily weak correlations. Finally, in Section V, we extend our results to the case of nonstationary states under additional assumptions on the process that brings the system out of equilibrium.
II. EQUILIBRATION IN PURE STATE QUANTUM STATISTICAL MECHANICS
Let us summarize some of the important equilibration results [1, 3, 4, 8] to highlight the relevance of the effective dimension and set the notation. Consider a finite dimensional quantum system evolving unitarily according to the Schrödinger equation through the states ρ(t) starting from an initial state ρ under a Hamiltonian H with eigenvectors { |E k } k and corresponding energies {E k } k . We assume that H does not have any degenerate energy gaps, i.e., H is nondegenerate and any energy difference between energy levels is unique. This condition is generically fulfilled for fully interacting Hamiltonians. For simplicity we will henceforth assume that all appearing Hamiltonians have this property.
We denote by · := lim T →∞ 1/T T 0 · dt the infinite timeaverage. Let A be an arbitrary observable. Then its expectation value equilibrates to the expectation value in the dephased or time-averaged state ω H (ρ) :
is sufficiently large. This is captured by the bound
A similar bound also holds in terms of the second largest eigenvalue of ω H (ρ) instead of the effective dimension [1, 3] , but the formulation in terms of the effective dimension is more suitable for our purposes as it will allow us to state our results in terms of entropies [29] . If the combined system is (mentally or physically) split into the tensor product of two subsystems S and B, it can be shown that the whole state ρ S (t) := Tr B (ρ(t)) of the subsystem S is, most of the time, close in trace distance to the local equilibrium state ω S H (ρ) := Tr B (ω H (ρ)) in the sense that [5, 8] 
where d S denotes the dimension of the Hilbert space of S. The trace distance measures the (single shot) distinguishability under arbitrary observables, so, if the right hand side of the above inequality is small, this means that for most t there exists not a single observable that would allow one to tell apart ρ S (t) from ω S H (ρ). The above inequalities show that systems whose initial states have a large effective dimension appear to equilibrate to great precision and it is hence natural to ask: How difficult is it to prepare a state of a quantum many-body system that can avoid equilibration?
III. THE COST OF AVOIDING EQUILIBRATION
Let us first, based on the role played by the effective dimension in the equilibration bounds (2) and (3), define the resilience (against equilibration) of a d dimensional system initially in state ρ evolving under the Hamiltonian H as
Having a high resilience is a necessary condition for avoiding equilibration in the long run. To further illustrate its relation to equilibration, consider for example ρ(t) being the maximally mixed state for all t, which is, and stays, equilibrated under any Hamiltonian. In this case R(ρ, H) = 0. The other extreme is given by a ρ with 1 < d eff H (ρ) ≪ d, which in general does not equilibrate. In this case one obtains R(ρ, H) ≈ log d ∝ n, where n is the size (number of subsystems) of the whole system.
Note that a large resilience is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for a system to avoid equilibration, as can be seen by taking ρ(t) to be an eigenstate of Hamiltonian. For our work this is not problematic, as we will be concerned with obtaining lower bounds on the resources needed to prepare states with a large resilience. Our results show that states that do not equilibrate are difficult to prepare, whereas situations such as the case of ρ(t) being an eigenstate only show that in addition some states that do equilibrate can also be difficult to prepare.
We now present a very general scenario that models possible preparations of quantum states out of equilibrium and which includes the common settings of quenches, ramps, and other control protocols. We are given two quantum systems Q and R in the product state σ Q ⊗ σ R and with non-interacting Hamiltonian H 
, which must again be non-interacting. Given a pair of initial and final Hamiltonians, one can in principle always find a trajectory α which implements on the state any possible unitary U α . Even going beyond this set of operations, for sake of generality, we allow the use of a source of randomness to implement a trajectory α between the two fixed Hamiltonians H
QR i
and H
QR f
with some probability p α . On average the state on QR is then transformed as σ QR → α p α U α σ QR U † α . All possible protocols bringing a system out of equilibrium in this way result in a unital map Λ on the given quantum state, i.e., Λ fulfills Λ(½) = ½. This is in fact the only property we need for our result below. To summarize, the process of bringing the system out of equilibrium can be described abstractly as
with Λ(½) = ½. Note that we allow for an unrealistically high degree of control over the precise trajectories of Hamiltonians, which only makes our bounds stronger, since we are interested in lower bounding the resources needed to prepare systems that do not equilibrate. Hence, incorporating fewer restrictions on the set of operations can only strengthen our lower bounds. Given the initial state and Hamiltonian and using the set of operations laid out above, the task is to optimally exploit the resource system R by choosing an optimal final Hamiltonian and time-dependent trajectories, resulting in the channel Λ, to prepare a state on Q so that it does not equilibrate for the chosen final Hamiltonian. Let us denote with ρ Q t the time evolved state of Q under H Q f after Λ has been applied. Its initial condition is then
In order to prepare Q so that it does not equilibrate one needs to obtain a sufficiently large resilience R(ρ Q , H Q f ). We are now in a position to formulate our first main result, which provides general upper-bounds on that resilience in terms of the initial state and Hamiltonian. 
Before providing the proof of Theorem 1 let us discuss its interpretation and consequences. First note that the resulting resilience R(ρ Q , H Q f ) is upper-bounded by a function of the initial state and Hamiltonian only. If those initial conditions provide a small enough bound, then it follows that no protocol from the very general set of operations considered above can bring Q from an equilibrating state to a state which does not equilibrate. Secondly, note that ∆R Q is the change of the resilience of Q. Hence, Eq. (7) states that the change in the resilience of Q is upper-bounded by the resilience present in the resource R. This implies that the resilience against equilibration behaves like a "thermodynamic resource": in order to increase the resilience of Q (so that it has a chance of avoiding equilibration) we need to possess another system R from which to take this resilience. While this result is phrased in a resource-theoretical language, it readily applies to paradigmatic situations from the context of quantum systems out of equilibrium such as quenches, ramps, and general control protocols, underlining its physical significance. 
Corollary 2 (Local quenches). Consider a many-body system
This statement implies that local quenches, applied to some small subsystem, such as flipping a spin, will alter the resilience also only very little [30] . A similar bound can be expected to hold if the Hamiltonian on Q is only locally modified in a time-dependent manner for a finite time and with a bound on its norm, due to Lieb-Robinson bounds [31] .
Let us consider now a further illustrating example of the general bound provided by Theorem 1. Let the state σ Q be a micro-canonical state for the initial Hamiltonian H Q i , with an energy window containing K(n) eigenstates. We allow the number of eigenstates to depend on the size n of the system arbitrarily, but typically one expects K(n) to grow approximately exponentially with n. Suppose that the resource consists of a m-partite system with local Hilbert space dimension D. In this case one obtains
which implies that the size of the resource m has to diverge if one wants to prepare a state that can avoid equilibration, as long as the number of states within the micro-canonical window grows with n. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on properties of Rényi-divergences [32] (a similar proof can also be carried out using Tsallis-entropies [33] ). For any two quantum states σ and τ the Rényi-divergences are defined to be
with the corresponding Rényi-α entropies defined as
satisfy the data-processing inequality, i.e., for any quantum channel Φ it holds that
and they are additive on product states, in that
Combining Eqs. (1), (4), and (10) one can see that one can write the resilience in terms of the Rényi-divergences of the dephased state as
This quantity and variants thereof have been studied in the context of the resource theory of coherence and purity [23, 26] . Indeed, R(ρ, H) can be understood as the purity of the time-averaged state of ρ. Using additivity and the dataprocessing inequality one can show the following two properties: First, for any state σ that is stationary with respect to a Hamiltonian H i , any unital channel Λ and Hamiltonian H f one has that 
(15) Given these two properties, which are proven in the Supplemental Material [34] , the proof of Theorem 1 is straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 1. The concatenated map Tr R • Λ is unital. Hence, using (6) and (14) one obtains that
In addition, σ Q and σ R are stationary states by assumption, hence one can use additivity (15) which yields
IV. THE SECOND LAW OF EQUILIBRATION AND CORRELATIONS
As we have discussed after Theorem 1, the resilience against equilibration behaves like a thermodynamic resource in the sense that it cannot be created if it is not already present in another system. Nonetheless, (7) does not specify how much of the resource's resilience is spent in the process, it only quantifies how much must be present. We now turn to this question and show that it depends on the correlations created between R and Q in the process.
We consider again stationary given states σ Q ⊗ σ R as well as initial and final non-interacting Hamiltonians H
QR i
and H QR f , respectively. We then implement an operation of the form (6), with the difference that we do not trace out the state of the resource, i.e., let
From the proof of Theorem 1, one obtains the bound
If the resulting state is product,
which implies in turn that ∆R R , the change on the resilience of the resource R, satisfies
This inequality can be interpreted as a kind of second law of equilibration in the sense that to bring a system Q in an initial state that can resist equilibration, another system R must have been brought (closer) to an equilibrating initial state. In other words, the property of permanently remaining out of equilibrium, as measured by the resilience, can only be re-shuffled between systems but not created. Note however that (21) relies on the assumption that the produced state ρ QR is such that there are no correlations between Q and R. This assumption may in many physically reasonable situations be unjustified. This leads us to the question of whether it is possible to derive a second law of equilibration that holds in full generality or, whether in contrast it is possible to make use of correlations between Q and R to violate (21) . In the following theorem we show that the latter is the case. Indeed, this is shown in the strongest possible form: Q can be brought to a trajectory which does not equilibrate while R remains unchanged and only a vanishing amount of correlations between Q and R need to be created for this. Furthermore, this is possible for arbitrary large systems and even when the initial and final Hamiltonians are identical. 
with the following properties:
(1) For all n, the resulting state 
For all n, the correlations between R and Q as measured by the mutual information remain arbitrarily small:
(4) The change in resilience of the systems ∆R Q (n) diverges with n → ∞.
The proof of Theorem 3 relies on a very recent result of Ref. [36] which establishes conditions on possible transitions within the resource theory of thermodynamics and we provide all details in the Supplemental Material [37] .
Let us now discuss the implications of points 1-3 of Theorem 3. We stress that these implications are independent of the particular measure for resilience against equilibration. As mentioned above, the theorem implies the existence of initial states, in particular given by micro-canonical states σ Q (n) , which are perfectly equilibrated and can be brought to quantum states ρ Q (n) that do not equilibrate, as expressed by property 1 while not spending any resources. In the proof of Theorem 3, we construct explicitly observables
where c > 0 is a constant independent of n. This, by property 2, can be done while the state of R remains unchanged. Even more surprisingly, as R does not change in the process, it is hence possible to iterate this procedure with a sequence of many sub-systems Q 1 , . . . , Q m , which do not interact with each other, by re-using each time the same resource R, which is thus independent of m. This procedure brings each of the arbitrarily many sub-systems to a state that does not equilibrate. More sharply put, the theorem has the surprising implication that given the right resource σ R and an environment in the micro-canonical state-composed of an arbitrarily large number of m non-interacting subsystemsone can, without spending any of that resource, turn the entire environment into a state that is (and remains) nowhere in equilibrium. Note that this is in sharp contrast with the situation covered by Theorem 4 concerning fully-interacting systems. This highlights and clarifies the importance of interactions, even arbitrarily small ones, for equilibration. The extreme contrast between the non-interacting and the arbitrarily weakly-interacting case is ultimately a result of the fact that an arbitrarily small weak interaction can lead to equilibration after a sufficiently long time. It is important to stress that by non-interacting systems we refer to completely uncoupled systems and not quasi-free fermionic or bosonic systems.
Let us now relate Theorem 3 to the second law like inequality (21) to better understand the influence of correlations. First note that in full generality, even if R and Q are correlated, one can use Eqs. (14) and (15) to derive the condition (19) , which can be straightforwardly rewritten as
where the term C(ρ
provides the correction to (21) due to correlations. Then, a consequence of property 4 is that C(ρ QR , H QR ) can be made negative and arbitrarily large in absolute value, even if the correlations are arbitrarily small as measured in mutual information, as shown by property 3. The negativity of C(ρ QR , H QR ) captures that R does not fulfill super-additivity, which is ultimately a consequence of the Rényi-2 entropy not fulfilling sub-additivity [38] .
Interestingly, these implications of Theorem 3 for the lack of super-additivity of R can be extended to alternative definitions of the resilience, some of which are based on entropies other than the Rényi-2 entropy. In the Supplemental Material [39] we investigate in detail these alternative definitions. Further, we show that it is impossible to construct bounds of the form of Eqs. (2) and (3) in terms of the Rényi entropies with α ≤ 1, which also excludes the usual von Neumann entropy corresponding to α = 1. Since the known bounds (2) and (3) are formulated in terms of α = 2 (recall that d eff H (ρ) = e S2(ωH (ρ)) ), this only leaves open the possibility to derive improved versions of (2) and (3) in terms of Rényi entropies with 1 < α < 2, non of which could lead to a subadditive notion of resilience.
V. NON-STATIONARY STATES
In previous sections we considered the case where the provided states σ Q and σ R are stationary, which is arguably the most natural one in the context considered. One is given systems that are always perfectly equilibrated and shall use them to prepare a system that can avoid equilibration. Nonetheless, it is also possible to incorporate non-stationary states into our formalism by including an extra assumption on the set of operations. In order to motivate this assumption, let us first consider a simple example without resource system R. Consider only the system Q provided in a pure state σ Q and Hamiltonian
where d Q is the Hilbert space dimension of Q. This state is highly non-stationary, but it has a null resilience against equilibration. It is further easy to construct a unitary evolution U so that ρ Q = Λ(σ Q ) = U σ Q U † has a resilience proportional to d Q . This can be done by simply applying a unitary rotation that leaves the state in a superposition of two eigenstates of the chosen final Hamiltonian H Q f . This shows that preparing states that do not equilibrate from states such as σ Q , which are not stationary, is perfectly possible within our set of operations, even without employing any resource state R. Note, however, that since σ Q is not stationary, applying the same unitary U at a slightly different time T will in general lead to
where we introduced the time-evolution operator
Hence, the subsequent time evolution cannot repeatedly be prepared unless one has unrealistically fine control over the time T which determines when we initiate the time-dependent evolution on the system. This is crucial if one wants to reproduce many instances of the experiment in order to gather statistics and verify the non-equilibrating dynamics. Therefore, it is interesting to consider unital preparation procedures Λ that do not require such fine control over T . More precisely, and now considering the problem in more generality by including a system R, the extra assumption on the set of operations is that for every t there exist a t ′ so that
(note that this contains formally as a particular case the situation of stationary states σ Q ⊗ σ R , for which (27) is fulfilled taking t ′ = 0). Further note that we can also allow here for a family of unital maps {Λ s }, possibly depending on some time s > 0, each of which fulfills (27) .
To analyse the condition (27) • Λ s for all t, s > 0. Such covariant maps can be motivated from different perspectives. Argued from the perspective of resource theories, they correspond to the set of operations that can be performed without a reference frame for time (see Ref. [40] and references therein) and relate to physically relevant scenarios such as Hamiltonian evolution under the rotating-wave approximation [41] . We also note that a similar condition appears in the context of fluctuation relations in the resource theory of thermodynamics [42] . An important example from the theory of many-body non-equilibrium dynamics is constituted by Markovian dynamics reflected by a dynamical semi-group s → Λ s (ρ) = e Ls (ρ) with the property that
, corresponding to some dissipative dynamics. In the case
It is important to stress, however, that (27) is substantially weaker than full covariance as it must only be fulfilled for the particular state σ Q ⊗ σ R and allows for t = t ′ .
The second class is given by operations fulfilling
, which in turn implies that Λ • T
Such operations first put the system into a fully time-averaged state and then act on that.
For non-stationary provided states σ QR , in addition to assumption (27) , we need to put an assumption on the Hamiltonians. Namely, we impose the condition ω H
, which is generically fulfilled and simply implies that letting the two non-interacting and initially uncorrelated systems Q and R equilibrate does not generate correlations between equilibrating observables. For example, it follows if there are no distinct eigenvalues [43] . We are now ready to formulate generalization of Theorem 1 to non-stationary σ Q , σ R for unital maps Λ that fulfill condition (27) .
Theorem 4 (Resources needed to prepare resilient states).
Consider a system Q and resource R provided in the product state σ Q ⊗ σ R and with Hamiltonian H
Then, for any final non-interacting
Hamiltonian H QR f and operation of the form (6) with Λ fulfilling Eq. (27) , the resulting state ρ Q fulfills
In the proof one uses Eq. (27) to show that for such channels the monotonicity relation Eq. (14) is also true for nonstationary states. Using the property ω H
one shows that the additivity relation Eq. (15) is also fulfilled for non-stationary states σ QR (see the Supplemental Material [34] for details). The rest of the proof is then completely analogous to that of Theorem 1.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Using an approach inspired by so-called resource theories [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] we have studied the cost of preparing states that do not equilibrate. We have shown that in order to prepare a large interacting system in a state that can withstand equilibration in the long run it is necessary to have access to another large system that can withstand equilibration. We have also discussed readings of what could be called a second law of equilibration for dynamics under unitary evolutions, with an emphasis on the role of correlations. Our work connects the recently emerging field of resource theories of coherence [24-26, 28, 40, 50-54] with the pure state quantum statistical mechanics approach, establishing a bridge between two subfields of modern quantum thermodynamics. Our results show that such a resource theoretical approach can be used to derive new and general results about long-standing problems in the foundations of statistical mechanics via information theoretic methods.
Acknowledgements. The group at FUB thanks the DFG (EI 519/7-1, GA 2184/2-1, CRC 183-project B02), the Euro- What it takes to shun equilibration Supplemental Material 1. Section A: Monotonicity and additivity of the resilience Let us first show the monotonicity of the resilience (Eq. (14) in the main text). For the proof of Theorem 1 one requires monotonicity of the resilience for unital channels Λ and stationary given states σ Q and σ R , as expressed before Eq. (14) in the main text. For Theorem 4 one requires monotonicity for non-stationary given states σ QR but it is sufficient to prove it for unital channels Λ which fulfill in addition
Note that this condition is automatically fulfilled for any Λ whenever σ QR is stationary. Hence, it suffices to show monotonicity of the resilience for maps fulfilling (29) . In the following, we drop the superscripts QR when not explicitly needed to simplify the notation.
Because of the definition of ω H (above (1) in the main text), for any two fixed Hamiltonians H i and H f , we can employ condition (29) to show in a compact way that
= lim
where (32) follows from condition (29), (33) follows from the fact that ω H •T H t = ω H for all t > 0, and (34) simply because the integrand does not depend on t. With this we can now show monotonicity as
where (36) follows since ω H is a unital map, (37) is a consequence of the data-processing inequality (11) , and (38) follows from (34) and the fact that Λ is a unital map.
We now turn to prove additivity of the resilience (15) . For the proof of Theorem 1 one requires additivity of the resilience for given states σ QR = σ Q ⊗ σ R that are stationary with respect to a non-interacting Hamiltonian H QR i
. In this case one finds
For the proof of Theorem 4 one needs to show additivity for non-stationary initial states, under the extra assumption that
which in turns imply (41) . Hence, we conclude that Eq. (41) is fulfilled under the conditions of both Theorem 1 and 4. We can now use this equation together with additivity of the Rényi divergences to show additivity of the resilience as
Section B: Local quenches
The statement of Corollary 2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. Consider a quantum many-body system initially prepared in σ Q . Then one applies the local quantum channel Φ to a subsystem X of Q that is d X -dimensional. In order to implement this quantum channel, one considers an auxiliary system R of dimension d R = d X initially prepared in a mixed state σ R so that
for a suitable unitary U acting upon R and Q. Such a state σ R and unitary U exist for any quantum channel Φ [38] . Since we can choose the Hamiltonian on R freely, we can assume that σ R is stationary. The statement of the corollary then follows from Theorem 1 and the bound
which immediately follows from the definition of the effective dimension.
Section C: The role of correlations
In this section, we discuss in more detail the role of correlations and the proof of Theorem 3. We begin with the proof of Theorem 3. As stated in the main text, it relies on the following theorem, which we adapt from Ref. [36] , whereby for any state σ we denote by S(σ) its von Neumann entropy.
Theorem 5 (Ref. [36] 
(b) The state on R after Λ coincides with the state in which it was originally given:
(c) The mutual information between R and Q after Λ has acted is upper bounded by δI,
The Hilbert space dimension of R may in general depend on both ǫ and δI.
Proof of Theorem 3. For any fixed finite-dimensional Hilbert space, the above Theorem 5 shows that whenever a state ρ Q has higher von Neumann entropy than the state σ Q , then properties (2) and (3) of Theorem 3 are met. It remains to show that it is always possible to find states σ Q and ρ Q that simultaneously fulfill S(σ Q ) ≤ S(ρ Q ), have property (4) of Theorem 3, and are such that ρ Q does not equilibrate (property (1)). As required, we will hence now show that there exist σ Q (n) and ρ Q (n) with the following properties:
In the following let d = D n be the dimension of the Hilbert space of the n-partite system. The initial states ρ Q (n) of the non-equilibrating trajectories can be taken to be of the form
where |Ψ = ( |E 1 + |E 2 )/ √ 2 is a superposition of two arbitrary energy-eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H Q (n) (which can be chosen arbitrarily), Π is the projector on the subspace orthogonal to |E 1 and |E 2 , and a ∈ [0, 1]. This family of states has an entropy given by
where H 2 (a) = −a log(a) − (1 − a) log(1 − a) is the binary entropy of a and the error in the last approximation is exponentially small in n for large n. On the other hand, the effective dimension of ρ Q (n) approaches a constant:
In Section D, this scaling is illustrated in more detail. It is clear that the states ρ Q (n) do not equilibrate since there will be Rabi-oscillations at frequency E 1 − E 2 with amplitude a independent of n for all times. This proves (iii).
We now turn to constructing the family of given states σ Q (n) . Clearly, for any finite n such states can be constructed. We thus now focus on the case of arbitrarily large n. To fulfill condition (i) for large enough n it suffices to have
for anyã > a. To fulfill condition (ii) it suffices to have
To see this, note that the resilience of the initial state can be written as
which holds for any Hamiltonian H Q (n) for which σ Q (n) is stationary. Using this together with the bound on the effective dimension of the final state (56), we obtain for the change of resilience
Hence we see that the change in resilience becomes arbitrarily large as long as the Rényi-2 entropy of the given states on Q diverges with n. In general, the Rényi-2 entropy S 2 is upper bounded by the von Neumann entropy S 1 , but can be arbitrarily close to the latter. Therefore a diverging S 2 is well compatible with Eq. (57).
We will now provide examples of states that indeed fulfill Eqs. (57) and (58) which concludes the proof. There exist in fact many families of states fulfilling those conditions, but we present as an example a family of micro-canonical states σ (n) Π , which is maximally mixed on a subspace Π of dimension d γ with γ < 1. This is the scaling that one expects for an actual micro-canonical state in a local many-body system, since it leads to an entropy scaling extensively with the system size:
The constant γ > 0 will of course depend on the effective temperature of the state (i.e., the temperature of the canonical state with the same mean energy) and can be made arbitrarily small. Lastly, note that the Rényi-2 entropy diverges for any value of γ > 0
This completes the proof.
Another natural example of states fulfilling (57) and (58) is given by stationary initial states which fulfill exponential clustering of correlations and have non-maximal entropy density. Indeed it has been proven recently that states with exponential decay of correlations have diverging effective dimension [55] with respect to local Hamiltonians.
Finally, as a side note, let us show that the resilience in the state of the resource R(σ R (n) , H R (n) ), and hence also its Hilbert space dimension, must diverge as ǫ → 0. Suppose to the contrary that this would not be true. Then there would exist constants C such that
For simplicity we now fix a system size and drop all the ndependence. We can use the resource σ R to bring m uncorrelated copies of σ Q into a non-equilibrating state ρ Q1···Qm . By combining Theorem 1 with the bound (66) we would then obtain
Since in each step, we only correlated one of the systems with R by an amount at most ǫ, the final mutual correlations between the different copies of Q are also bounded by ǫ: I(Q i : Q j ) ≤ ǫ. Furthermore, the above equation holds, by assumption, for all ǫ. We can then take the limit ǫ → 0. In this limit we have
Since the resilience is super-additive on product states, as we show in Lemma 6 below, we would therefore obtain
Since this equation holds for all m, we obtain a contradiction.
Lemma 6 (Super-additivity on product states). The resilience is super-additive on product states of non-interacting systems:
Proof. By using the integral-representation of ω H Q as a timeaverage, it follows immediately that local and global dephasing commutes. We thus have
Using the data-processing inequality, we then obtain
which finishes the proof.
Section D: Comparison of effective dimensions
As explained in the main text, our results are based on the effective dimension as a suitable quantifier of the equilibrating properties of a system, which is justified by bounds (2) and (3). Nonetheless, there exists in the literature on the topic similar bounds formulated in terms of quantities other than effective dimension. That said, it seems natural to investigate whether alternative definitions of resilience can be put forward based on those other bounds, or even based on bounds which, although not yet shown to hold, are conceivably true.
First let us consider bounds of the form (2) and (3) based on the second largest of the eigenvalues of the time averaged, dephased state [3] . This bound takes the form
where p 2 nd is the second largest eigenvalue of ω H (ρ). Indeed, in some situations this bound is stronger than the one based on the effective dimension. However, our bounds on the cost of preparing states that do not equilibrate cannot be analogously carried over using p 2 nd , instead of the effective dimension, since p 2 nd is not a monotone under mixtures of unitaries [38] .
That is, it is not possible to construct an alternative measure of resilience based on p 2 nd which fulfills monotonicity and additivity as given by (14) and (15) . We now discuss, in the light of our results, the possibility of strengthening bounds on equilibration. Note that combining Eqs. (2) , (3) and (13) we see that
where S 2 is the Rényi-2 entropy. Here, the Rényi-α entropy is defined as
Eq. (77) strongly suggests to consider the possibility of having bounds in terms of Rényi entropies S α with α = 2. That is, bounds of the form
where g is any function so that lim x→∞ g(x) = 0. Let us first consider the case α = 1, which yields the usual von Neumann entropy S 1 . We show now that a bound of the form (78) for α = 1 is impossible, since the state constructed in Eq. (52) provides a counter-example. The energy distribution of this non-equilibrating state (see the discussion below Eq. (56)) is
Using the entropy scaling given in Eq. (57) it follows that S 1 grows linearly with the system's size, although the system does not equilibrate. The implications of the impossibility of a bound of the type (78) with α = 1 in relation with Theorem 3 are laid out in the next section. The previous counter example together with the fact that S α (ρ) ≥ S α ′ (ρ) if α ≤ α ′ (see Ref. [32] ) implies that it is also impossible to find bounds of the form (78) for α ≤ 1. Altogether this suggests a possibility of improving current bounds of equilibration (77) by formulating it in terms of S α with 1 < α < 2. We hope this triggers further research on tighter equilibration bounds based on these insights. 5 . Section E: Theorem 3 and its relation to super-additivity As mentioned above, our results also imply that meaningful equilibration bounds cannot be derived in terms of the von Neumann entropy of the time-averaged state. In this section, we explain in detail how this relates with Theorem 3. To do so, let us assume the contrary, that is, that a bound of the form (78) with α = 1 would exist. In this case, a sensible definition of resilience would be given bỹ R(ρ, H) := D 1 (ω H (ρ) ½/d). As can be easily seen from the properties of the quantum relative entropy,R is also additive and fulfills the data-processing inequality. Hence, Theorem 1 also holds in terms ofR. However,R has the additional property of being super-additive, meaning that if we consider a bipartite, non-interacting system in a, possibly correlated, state ρ QR , we havẽ
This follows from the super-additivity of the quantum relative entropy (or equivalently from the sub-additivity of the von Neumann entropy) [38] . We can use this property to obtain an even stronger result than Theorem 1 by essentially the same calculation:
Rearranging, we obtain the second-law like inequality
Hence, one concludes that the results of Theorem 3, showing a violation of this second-law like inequality, imply that it is not possible to find equilibration bounds of the form of Eqs.
(2) and (3) in terms of a sub-additive entropy, or equivalently, a super-additive divergence.
